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Abstract 
The greatest fixed point of a set functor is proved to be (a) a metric completion and (b) 
a CPO-completion of finite iterations. For each (possibly infinitary) signature C the terminal 
Z-coalgebra is thus proved to be the coalgebra of all Z-labelled trees; this is the completion of 
the set of all such trees of finite depth. A set fun&or is presented which has a fixed point but does 
not have a greatest fixed point. A sufficient condition for the existence of a greatest fixed point is 
proved: the existence of two fixed points of successor cardinalities. 
0. Introduction 
We explore properties of the fixed-point construction introduced in [l] and [2], 
which leads to the least fixed point of an endofunctor, and of its dual, leading to the 
greatest fixed point. We concentrate on functor T: SET -+ SET, and among these, 
particularly on the functors TX whose algebras are the classical C-algebras (for a given, 
possibly infinitary, signature C). It is well know that the LFP (least fixed point) of r, is 
the C-algebra of all C-labelled trees of finite branches, see e.g. [4]. To our surprise, the 
GFP (greatest fixed point) of T, has not been precisely described in any of the papers 
dealing with the subject. We show that the GFP of T, is the (co)-algebra of all finite 
and infinite C-labelled trees. This description is obtained by generalizing the recent 
observation of M. Barr [B] that the GFP is a Cauchy completion of the natural metric 
of the LFP. This metric coincides with the metric studied already Arnold and Nivat 
[S]. In this way metrics naturally play a role in the theory of fixed points even for set 
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functors! We also show that the coproduct of all finite approximations of the GFP 
carries a natural ordering, and that the CPO-completion of this poset has the 
property that its ideal points form the GFP. In this way CPO’s naturally play a role in 
the theory of fixed points even for set functors! 
Whereas every set functor with a fixed point has a least fixed point, as proved in 
[lS], this is not true for the greatest fixed point. However, we prove that every set 
functor with two fixed points of neighbour cardinalities has a GFP. This last result 
requires the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis. 
1. The construction of LFP and GFP 
Fixed points of functors play an important role in the theory of recursive data- 
types. For a specified category x of data types and admissible maps, a recursive 
specification often takes the form 
D ::= T(D), 
where D is the data type under study and T: ~6 + $6 is a functor. A solution of the 
above specification is a jixed point of the functor T, i.e., an object D together with an 
isomorphism 
6:T(D)+ D. 
We consider a fixed point as a special case of both a T-algebra and a T-coalgebra. 
Here a T-algebra is a pair (D, S), where D is an object of %? and 6: T(D) + D is 
a morphism; T-algebras form a category whose morphisms from (D, 6) to (D’, 6’) are 
those x-morphisms f: D + D’ for which the following square 
T(D) 5 D 
Tf I I / 
T(D’) 6’ D’ 
commutes. Dually, a T-coalgebra is a pair (D, 6), where D is an object of x and 
6: D + T(D) is a morphism; the morphisms of T-coalgebras are given by the com- 
mutativity of the following squares: 
D-f-+ T(D) 
/ I I Tf 
D’6’ TP’) 
It has been proved by Lambek [lo] that if (D, 6) is an initial T-algebra, then 6 is an 
isomorphism; we call (D, 6) then the least fixed point (LFP) of T. Dually, if (D, 6) is 
a terminal T-coalgebra, it is called the greatest fixed point (GFP) of T. 
We work with categories which have an initial object 0 and denote by !x : 0 + X (or 
just !) the unique morphism from 0 to X. 
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A canonical construction of the LFP has been introduced in [l] and studied e.g. in 
[2, 3, 131; let ,K be a category with colimits of chains, then we define an o-chain in 
_%C as follows: 
O! T(O)To, T2(0)?!!_,...) (1) 
where T”+’ (0) = T(T”(0)) and T”+‘(!) = T(T”(!)). Let T”(O) denote the colimit of 
the above w-chain with colimit maps w,,,: T”(0) -+ T”(O) for n < co. Then if 
T preserves this colimit, it follows that the unique morphism w,: T”(O) -+ T( T”(O)) 
with w,w,+~.~ = Tw,,, for all n < co is an isomorphism, and (T”(O), w; ’ ) is 
the LFP. 
Example 1. Let C be a signature, i.e., a set such that each (T E C has a prescribed arity 
ar(o) which is a (possibly infinite) cardinal. Define a functor Tz: SiEU -+ SEU on 
objects by 
T,(X) = u Xarca) 
ocz 
(where X” is the nth Cartesian power of X) and on morphism by 
Tz(f) = u far@) 
CTEZ 
(where f” assigns to each (Xi)i<n the n-tuple (f(Xi))i<n). 
A T,-algebra is precisely an algebra of signature C in the usual sense, and 
morphisms of T,-algebras are precisely the homomorphisms. The individual steps of 
the above construction (1) are 
0 = 0; 
which can be represented by singleton trees labelled by CJ E C with m(a) = 0; 
T,(O) = u T,(O)“““‘, 
oez 
which can be represented by trees 
rJ 
A 0 01 . . . oi . . . i<n 
where m(a) = n and ar(ai) = 0, etc. We see that 
7’; (0) = u T,“(O) 
“<IdI 
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can be represented by the set of all C-labelled trees of finite depth (where “C-labelled” 
means that each node is labelled any some CJ E C such that the node has precisely ar(o) 
direct successors). 
Formally, for C finitary a C-labelled tree t is a partial function from the set o* of all 
words in the alphabet o = (0, 1,2,. . . > to the set C such that 
(a) t(0) is defined 
(b) if t(i,i, . . . i, i, + 1 ) is defined, then t (il iz . . . i,) is defined 
and 
(c) if t(i,i, . . . i,) is defined as a symbol of arity k, then t(ir i2 . . . i,i, + 1) is defined iff 
z,+r < k. 
Then t has depth k provided that t is defined in some word of length k and is not 
defined in any word of length greater than k. We see that the set T,“(O) of all C-labelled 
trees of finite depth (here equivalent o t being finite) is the initial C-algebra w.r.t. the 
natural operation of tupling. This is the LFP of Tz. 
If C is infinitary, we denoted by 1 the smallest regular cardinal larger than all arities. 
(We consider, as usual, 2 as the set of all smaller ordinals.) A C-labelled tree t is a partial 
function from A* to C satisfying (a)-(c) above. Here the set T,“(8) of all C-labelled trees 
of finite depth is not a Z-algebra; to obtain the LFP, we need more iterations: 
Remark 1. (a) Generalizing (1) above, we defined in [l] and [2] objects Ti(0) for all 
ordinals i and a chain morphisms Wi,j : Ti(0) --+ Tj(0) for all i < j by the following 
transfinite reduction: 
(2) T”(0) = 0 and Ti”(0) = T(Ti(0)); wO,~ = !:O + T(0) and Wi+l,j+l = TWi.j 
for all i < j; Tj(0) = colim (T’(0); i < j} for each limit ordinal j with colimit 
maps Wi,j: T’(0) + Tj(0) (i < j). 
Whenever T preserves, for a limit ordinalj, the colimit defining Tj(O), then (Tj(O), 6) 
with 6 = w,:f+i is an LFP of T. 
Example. The LFP of Tz is T,“(O) for the smallest regular ordinal 1 larger than all 
arities of C-operations. 
(b) Dually, one can construct the GFP in a category with limits of chains and with 
a terminal object 1: in the countable case one considers a limit of the w”P-chain 
1 zT(I)<T’!*’ T2(l)<T2(!*) ... 
(3) 
(where !* : T(1) + 1 denotes the unique morphism of X). More generally, we define 
T’(1) and wcj: T’(1) -+ Tj(1) for all ordinals i > j by the dual of above transfinite 
induction; in particular, Tj(1) = lim { T’(1); i < j} for each limit ordinal j. 
Whenever T preserves the limit Tj(l), then T’(1) is a GFP of T. 
Example 2. For T, : SET -P SiEU the finite approximations of the GFP are as follows: 
1 = {I} where we assume I # C; 
T,(l) = u {1)(1’(u), 
aez 
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which can be represented by the following trees: 
‘.. for au(a) > 0 and @ for ar(o) = 0 
T;(l) = u (Tz(l))L1*(@, 
0EZ‘ 
which can be represented by the following trees: 
... for tie T,(l) and @ for ar(o) = 0; 
etc. 
In general, T;(l) can be described as follows: Let CI = Z u {I) be the signature 
obtained from C by adding I (with -L 4 C) as a symbol of arity 0. Then 
T,“(l) 
is the set of all C,-labelled trees of depth at most n such every leaf of depth n is labelled 
by 1. 
More precisely, if MF denotes the set of all C,-labelled trees t of depth at most 
n with t(w) = _L for any word w of length n with t(w) defined, then we have “natural” 
isomorphisms 
qn: T;(l) -+ M; 
defined as follows: 
is the unique map between terminal objects. From the map qn we define 
qnt1: o~z goi = k CT,“(l)lk --t M:+’ 
as follows: given (to, . . . . tk_ 1) in the o-labelled summand [ T,“(l)lk, then 
4n+r(kB,..., tk _ , ) is the tree t whose root is labelled by ~7 and whose principal subtrees 
are 
%&O), ..., qn(tk- I), 
i.e., 
t(ir i2 . . i,) = qn(til)(iz . . . i,) if ir < k and the right-hand side is defined. 
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Now the connecting maps 
T,(!*): T,““(l) + T,(l) 
cut a tree at depth n and label new leaves with 1. More precisely, denote by 
v,: M,” -+ M;-’ this “cutting map”, i.e., for each tree t and each word ii . . . i, in which 
t is defined we have 
v,t(i, .,. i,) = 
i 
th . ..i.) if r < n, 
.l_ if r = n. 
Then the following squares 
7%) 
L T,‘(l) +rz(!*) T,2(1) $(!‘) ... 
commute. 
Observation. The functor T,: !SiEU + SEU is oop -continuous (i.e., it preserves limits 
of w”P-sequences) - whether or not Z is finitary. In fact, Tz is a coproduct of right 
adjoints, and coproducts commute with o”P-limits in LIEU. Thus T,“(l) is a GFP of 
T,; we will see below that T;(l) is the algebra of all C-labelled trees. The oop- 
continuity of T, was already observed by Manes and Arbib [ll]. 
Example 3. A finitary functor with an infinitary GFP-construction. 
Let R: SE% + SET denote the “finite powerset” functor 
RX = {M c X; M is finite}, 
Rf: M -f(M) 
(i) R is finitary, i.e., preserves directed colimits (obviously). Thus, the LFP- 
construction stops after 0 steps. 
(ii) The GFP-construction does not stop after countably many steps for R. In fact, 
the map 
* W,+l,w* .R,+l(l) + R”(1) 
assigns to each finite set x = {(u:),,<~,..., (~,k),<~} of compatible familes of 
R”(1) = lim,,, R” (1) the compatible family 
w,*+i,,(x) = (UC,, where bntl = {a,!, .. ..a.>. 
It is clear that 
(a) w,+~,~ is a monomorphism because given x, y E ,“‘+I(,) then for the finite set 
x u y E R” (1) there exists k < o such that w,,~+ i/x u y is one-to-one, and then if 
x # y, we have w :,k+lW,*+l,w(x) z W:,k+lW,*+l,w(Y); 
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(b) w w+1,w is not isomorphism because the compatible family (a,),,,, where 
a n+l = R”(l), is not w~+,,,(R”+‘(l)) since the sets a,,+i have not got finitely 
bounded cardinalities. 
(iii) All the steps 
W* n.m n3m30 
of the GFP-construction after w are monomorphisms. In other words, having reached 
the set R”(1) (of cardinality 2’0) the construction yields smaller and smaller sets. In 
fact, since wj+i,_ is a monomorphism, it follows that Rw,*+~,,, and thus w~~+~,~,, is 
a monomorphism, etc., the limit steps are clear since a limit of a chain of monomor- 
phisms is formed by monomorphisms. 
(iv) R preserves o”,P-limits, thus, the GFP-construction stops after CO, steps. In fact, 
let .4 : co, -+ SEU be a chain with a limit 
tBLAi)i<at; 
thus, B is the set of all compatible families (Ui)i<wl of A, and Bi are the projections. The 
canonical map c: RI3 + lim RA is (again) defined by c( {(a!), . . . . (a:))) = 
({& . ..1 a:}), and it is (again) a monomorphism. To see that c is an isomorphism. 
observe that in each compatible family (Ui)i<w, of RA the finite sets ai( c Ai) have 
cardinalities ki which have a finite upper bound (since w1 is not cofinal with 0). Thus, 
there exists iO < oi such that all ai, i > i. have the same (finite) cardinality k. It is now 
obvious that we can find k compatible families (xi), . . . , (xf) of A with ai = (x1, . . . , x” i 
for all i 3 io. Then (ai)i<ml = c({(x!), . . . . (xi")}). 
(v) The GFP of R has cardinality 2Ko. We prove a stronger result: we find 
a subfunctor of R whose GFP has a cardinality 2’0. Since every monotransformation 
of functors evidently gives a monotransformation of their GFP-constructions, this 
will prove the statement. 
Remark. Using a different technique a GFP of R is described in [7]. 
Example 4. A “related” finitary functor with finitary GFP-construction and a GFP of 
power 2’O. 
Let R2 : !SEU + SET denote the “two-element powerset” functor: 
R2X = {M E X; card M 6 2}, 
R2f: M -f(M). 
(i) R2 preserves o-colimits and ooP-limits. Thus, both the LFP- and the GFP- 
constructions stop after w steps. 
(ii) The cardinality of the GFP 
R;(l) = lim R;(l) 
II<0 
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is 2’0. In fact, since card R; (1) < Kc,, it is obvious that the cardinality of lim,,,, R; (1) 
cannot exceed 2Ko. To prove that it is at least 2’ o we define, for each infinite sequence 
il, i 2, . ..of O’s and l’s, pairwise distinct compatible families 
xiti2...ik ~R;+l(l) (k<o) 
as follows: for 1 = {I} put 
x0 = (1) E R,(l) 
and given xi, ,,,ikY define 
xOil ._. ik = ixil ik} 
and 
xlil . ..ik = (09xil...ik). 
These families are compatible, i.e., 
Wk*e2,k+1(Xil...ix+,)= xil...ik, 
In fact, for k = 0 we have 
w:,i(xo) = Rzw:,o({{U)) = {w::o(~)) = (1) = ~0 
and 
w;,i(x1) = Rzw::o(@, {#) = x0. 
Suppose that (*) holds, then 
Wk*t3,k+2(XOil...i,+,) = RzWk*+2,k+l((Xil...i,+,)) = {xil...i*) = xoij...ir, 
(*I 
and 
Wk*t3,k+Z(Xlil...ix+,) = Rzw~*+z,~+~ ((0, xil...ik+,)) =(03 xil...i*) = xli,...ik. 
The proof that the elements Xi, ,_, i* are pairwise distinct is an easy induction on k based 
on the fact that il = 1 iff xii,,,ik contains 0 (for all k > 0). 
Remark 2. For categories atisfying some (rather mild) completeness conditions the 
following statements are equivalent for all endofunctors T: 
(i) T has a fixed-point, 
(ii) T has an LFP, 
(iii) the LFP-construction stops for T; 
see [ 151. The category of sets fulfils the above-mentioned conditions, but its dual does 
not - in fact, we will see below that (i) and (ii) are not equivalent (see Example 7), i.e. 
there is a set functor which has no greatest fixed point, although it has a fixed point. 
However, (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, as we prove presently. 
For the proof we will use a result of [9] on algebraized chains introduced by 
Reiterman [12]. Let T: S? + X be a functor. An algebraized chain is a pair (A, CO) 
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consisting of a functor A : Ord + X and a natural transformation w : TA + (A)+ 
(where (-)’ : Ord -+ Ord is the successor operation if = i + 1). A homomorphism 
h : (A, o) -+ (A’, co’) of algebraized chain is a natural transformation h : A + A’ satisfy- 
ing o’Th = (h)‘w. An algebraized chain is called small provided that 
(a) for each ordinal i the cocone 
A 
A~-.-!% Ai+ 1 LTAi 
is strongly epimorphic (i.e., does not factorize through any proper subobject of A i + , ), 
(b) for each limit ordinal i the cocone (Aj,i)j<i is strongly epimorphic. 
(In [12,9] smallness was, more generally, considered w.r.t a fractorization system.) 
We denote by 
the category of small algebraized chains and their homomorphisms. Example: the 
LFP-construction defines a small algebraized chain (A, co) as follows: 
Ai = T’(O), Ai,j = wi,j and Wi = idTiCO). (*) 
This is, obviously, an initial object of X(T). 
An algebraized chain (B, Q) is called a mono-chain provided that Bi,j is a monomor- 
phism for each i d j in Ord. It is called stationary provided that there exists an ordinal 
i such that Bi,j is an isomorphism for each j 2 i. 
Theorem 1 (Koubek and Reiterman [9]). Zf X is a cocomplete, cowellpowered cat- 
egory, then the full subcategory of X(T) f ormed by all mono-chains is rejective, and 
every small chain with a stationary reflection is stationary. q 
Theorem 2. The GFP-construction stops for each functor T:Set + Set which has 
a GFP. 
Proof. We apply the preceding theorem to Top : SetoP + SetoP. We assume that T has 
a final T-coalgebra, i.e., that Top has an initial algebra: 
T“PG& G in SetoP. 
Then we form the small chain (*) for Top and a reflection 
h:(A, w) + (A*, o*) 
in the full subcategory of all mono-chains. It is sufficient to prove that (A*, o*) is 
stationary: then (A, w) is also stationary, and this means precisely that the GFP- 
construction for T stops. 
To prove the stationary of (A*, w*), we verify that 
card(Af) d card(G) for each ordinal i. 
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Since AC, + 1 is a (split) monomorphism in SeP we can choose u : AT+ I + A* with 
UAci+i = id. We obtain a Top-algebra 
TOPA,?UW:-A,? 
and since (G, g) is an initial Top-algebra, there is a unique homomorphism 
k : (G, g) + (A:, uo~). 
Consider the “forgetful” functor U from the categorty of Top-algebras to the 
category of small algebraized Top-chains which assigns to each Top-algebra 
6: TopD + D the following algebraized mono-chain (5, s^,: 6: Ord + SetoP is the 
constant chain of value D and 6i = 6 for each i. Each Tap-homomorphism 
f: (D, 6) + (D’, 6’) yields a chain-homomorphism Uf: U(D, 6) + U(D’, 8’) defined by 
(Uf )i =f: The algebraized chain (*) is an initial object of the category SetoP(ToP) of 
small algebraized chains. Consequently, (A*, co*) is in initial object of the full sub- 
category of all mono-chains. For each Top-algebra (D, 6) we thus have a unique 
chain-homomorphism hcD,s) : (A*, o*) + U(D, 6). We claim that for (D,6) = 
(A?, uo~) this homomorphism h = hcA:,uw?) satisfies 
hi = id,, . 
In fact, we can describe h as follows: 
( 
A_?, for j Q i, 
hi= UThk forj=k+l>i+l, 
colimk, j hk for limit ordinals j. 
It is easy to verify that h: (A*, co*) -+ U(A*, m$) is a homomorphism of chains; by 
uniqueness it follows that h = hcAf,uw*j. By uniqueness it also follows that the 
composite of hcc,sj :(A*, co*) -+ U(G, gi with Uk must be equal to h. In the ith 
coordinate this means 
hi = id,? = k [hcG,g)]i. 
Consequently, k : G -+ A,? is a split epimorphism in SetoP, which proves 
card(AT) < card(G). 0 
Remark 3. In [4, 111.4.51 it is shown how for each set functor T a “standard” functor 
T can be found: a monomorphism-preserving set functor T is defined which agrees 
with T on all nonempty sets and nonempty maps as follows: 
T(8) is the set of all natural transformations from CO1 (defined by C,,r 0 = 8 and 
Co,X=lforallX#@)to T 
and for each set X # 8 the value at t : 8 + X is 
??(a) = a, for a : Co1 -+ T. 
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Although the LFP-constructions start differently for T and T, they agree from the 
step o onwards, i.e., Tw(8) = TO(@), p rovided that T(0) is non-empty. In fact, it is easy 
to see that T(!): T(0) + T2(0) maps every point to aT2(0) for some a E T(Q)), thus, we 
can define pi : T(8) + T(q)) 
as the codomain-restriction of T(!). If q1 : r(0) -+ T2 (0) is given by q1 (a) = a,+,, 
then qlpl = T(!) and Tpl .ql = T(!). We obtain natural transformations 
pn: T’(0) + T”(0) defined by p.+ 1 = Tp,( = Tp,) and q,,: T”(0) + T”+’ (0) defined 
by qn+l = Tq,( = Tq,,). The maps colim,,, pn and colim, <o q. are then mutually 
inverse - thus, we can put TO(@) = T” (0). 
2. Metric completion 
Let T: SET + SET be a functor. The limit T”(1) = lim”,, T”(1) carries, as ob- 
served by Barr [7], the following natural metric d: given distinct elements x and y put 
d(x, y) = 2-k for the smallest k with oz,k(x) # wz.k(y). (4) 
(Any decreasing sequence converging to 0 could do as well as 2-k here.) Barr proved 
that if T is a bicontinuous functor with To # 0, than its GFP with the above metric is 
a Cauchy completion of the LFP. We will generalize this result to all set functors, and 
all monos-preserving functors in “suitable” concrete categories. 
Even for SET this yields something new: for example, if C is a (not necessarily 
finitary) signature with some nullary symbol, we will conclude that the largest fixed 
point T”( 1) is the Cauchy completion of the “approximation of the least fixed point” 
To(O) which is the set of finite-depth trees (this, in the infinitary case, is not the least 
fixed point). 
We first observe that the LFP- and GFP-constructions are naturally connected by 
the following morphisms: 
u,: T”(0) + T“(1) 
for n d w, defined by induction: 
u n+l = Tu,, 
u, = colim u,. 
“<Ul 
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Observe that from ! = wT,~ T(!) wO, i we obtain 
0 wg. T(0) Jz T”(0) - ... T”(0) 
WI 1 T2 (!) I I U”, 
1 p:., T(1) z T2(1) - ... TO(l) 
uk = W;kUnWk,n for all n 3 k. (5) 
Let X be a category in which ! : 0 + 1 is a monomorphism, and let T: X + $6 be 
a functor preserving monomorphisms. Then each of the LFP-iterations T”(O) can be 
considered as a subobject of the corresponding GFP iteration T”(l), since 
u, : T”(O) -+ T”(1) is a monomorphism (n < w). If, moreover, X is a concrete category, 
i.e., is equipped with a faithful functor U : X -+ SET, we have a natural metric dk on 
the underlying set of Tk(0) defined as follows: given x # y in UTk(0), put 
dk(x, y) = 2-” for the smallest n with Uw&u,(k) # Uwc,u,,(y). (6) 
Finally, assume that X has concrete o-limits and wop -colimits (i.e., those (co)-limits 
exist and are preserved by U). Then the metrics dk yield a metric d on the underlying 
set of T-(O) defined by (6) for k = co. We will prove that, whenever T(0) has a point 
(i.e., a morphism from 1 to T(0) exists), then the natural metric on T”(l), defined as in 
(4) with Uw,*,, instead of w,*,., is a Cauchy completion of the metric space 
(UT”(O), d,). 
Recall that a metric space is called complete provided that every Cauchy sequence in 
it converges, and a Cauchy completion of a metric space A is a complete metric space in 
which A is a dense subspace. (A Cauchy completion is a reflection of A in the full 
subcategory of complete spaces.) 
Let (37, U) be a concrete category. A morphism of X whose image under U is 
a monomorphism is called a U-monomorphism. (If U is a right adjoint, these are 
precisely the monomorphisms of X.) We will say that X has U-monomorphic 
! : 0 + 1 to abbreviate the assumption that X has both a terminal and an initial 
object, and the unique connecting map is a U-monomorphism. 
Theorem 3. Let (X, U) be a concrete category with U-monomorphic ! : 0 + 1 and with 
concrete coop-limits and o-colimits. Let T: .X -P X preserve U-monomorphisms. If T(0) 
has a point, then the natural metric space UTW(l) is a Cauchy completion of the natural 
metric space UTw(0). 
Proof. (1) The metric of UT”( 1) is complete. In fact, let (x,) be Cauchy sequence. We 
will define a compatible collection yk E UTk(l) for k = 0, 1,2, . . . such that the corres- 
ponding element x = (yk) of UT”(l) = lim UTk(l) is a limit of (x,). 
First choose Q, such that d(x,,, x,) < 1 for all n 3 no. Put y, = w,*,,~(x~,,), i.e., 
y. = W,$(X,)fOranyn> no.Next,givenyo,...,yk-l,choOSenkwithd(x,,,x,)< 2-k 
for all Iz 3 nk and with nk 3 no, . . . . It&l. Put yk = W,*,,&(x,&) = Wn*,k(x”) for all n > nk. 
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Then x = (yk) is a compatible sequence, and this element of UT”(l) is a limit of 
x, because d(x, x,) < 2-k for all n 3 nk (and all k = 0, 1, 2, . ..). 
(2) Every point x of UT”(l) is a limit of a sequence in Uu, (UT”(O)). In fact, since 
T(0) has a point d: 1 -+ T(O), 
0 ! T(O) T! 7-2(O) ‘.. 
un 
I 
UI 
I 
u?. 
I 
1 z- T(1) T’!*’ T2(1) . . . 
we conclude that w:, r,k uk+ 1 is a split epimorphism for each k: from !*u,d = id we 
conclude W,$+ ,,kUk+ 1 Tkd = id. Consequently, U(w* k + 1 .k uk + 1 ) is an epimorphism, 
thus, for each k we can choose zk E UTkfl(0) with 
u(w.?+l,kuk+,)(zk) = uw:,k(x), 
The sequence xk = uwk+l,w (zk), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . has the property that 
lim un,(xk) = x. 
k + a 
In fact, we have d(x, u&,(x,‘)) < Z-k because 
uw:,ktx) = uwk*+ I,k uuk+ 1 tzk) 
= uw~+~,ku~w:,k+,u,wk+,,,~~zk~ 
= uw;,, u%(xk). q 
Corollary. For each finctor T: SIET + SET 
either T(0) = $!I ( = LFP) 
or T”(1) is a Cauchy completion of T”(0). 
In particular, if T is o”P-continuous and To = 0, then a Cauchy completion of‘ T” (0) 
yields a GFP of T. 
Proof. In fact, if T preserves monomorphisms, this follows from the above theorem. If 
T does not preserve monomorphisms use the functor T of Remark 3: both the 
LFP-constructon and the GFP-construction for T and r coincide. 0 
Example 5. For each (possibly infinitary) signagure C with some nullary symbol, 
a greatest fixed point of Tz : SET --t LIEU is the algebra T,“( 1) of all C-labelled tees; 
this a Cauchy completion of the metric space of all finite-depth C-labelled trees with 
the metric (4) above. 
To prove this, we use the description of T,” (1) in Example 2: a limit of the sequence 
v,: M; + M;-’ IS, of course, the same as T,W (1). This limit is formed by all sequences 
(co, t1, t2, ... ) of trees t, E fvfg satisfying v,(t,) = t,_ , for all n 3 1. For each such 
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sequence define a Z-labelled tree t = r(to, tl, t2, . ..) as follows: given a word i1 . . . ik 
then 
t(i1 . ..i/J = 
i 
t,(iI . . . ik) for any n with t,(il . . . ik) # I, 
undefined if no such n exists. 
Then I is an isomorphism between the set of all sequences in limn,, Mi and the set 
of all C-labelled trees. In fact, the inverse map is given by I- 1 (t) = (to, tl , t2, . . .), where 
t, is defined in a word i, . . . ik iff t is defined in this word and k < n, and then 
t&l . ..i.) = 
t,(iI . . . ik) ifk<n 
I if k = n. 
Moreover, we know that the limit maps 
w;,,: T,“(l) + T,(l) 
are the “cutting maps” again: the result of applying q,,w& to a tree t is cutting all 
nodes of depth larger than n away, and labelling the new leaves by 1. 
Next we turn to the subspace T,O (0), see Example 1, of T,“(l). The connecting maps 
u,: T:(O) + T,(l) have the property that qnan: T,“(O) -+ M,” is the inclusion map, 
thus, U, is also the inclusion map. The metric induced on T:(O) is, clearly, just the 
metric (4) above. And this subspace is dense because every tree t is a limit of the 
sequence w;,,(t) of its cuts. 
3. Order completion 
For each set-functor T we can also describe TW(l) as all ideal points of the 
CPO-completion of the poset 
P = 1 + T(1) + T3(1) + ..a (7) 
with the smallest ordering c such that 
T”(!*)(x) c x for all x E T”(1). 
In other words, the ordering of P is given by 
x 5 y iff x E T”(l), y E T”(l), m d n, x = w&,,(y). (8) 
Notation. For the above poset P = u,<, T”(1) we denote by P# the free CPO- 
completion. That is: 
(a) P# is a CPO, i.e., a poset with joins of w-sequences, 
(b) P is a subposet of P# (with the induced oreder), and 
(c) if Q is a CPO, then each order-preserving function f: P -+ Q has a unique 
extension f # : P” + Q which is continuous, i.e., preserves joints of o-sequences. 
A construction of the free CPO-completion can be seen e.g. in [6]. Points of P# \P 
are called the ideal points of the free CPO-completion. 
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poset P has the least element I, the unique element of 1. We can define 
monotone maps p,, from P to 1 + T”(1) (discretely ordered) as follows: 
p.(x) = 
w:,“(x) for each XE Tk(l), k 2 n, 
I else. 
These maps then have a unique continuous extension 
p,” :P# --, 1 + T”(1). 
Theorem 4. For each set-jiunctor T the restriction of the maps p.” to ideal points forms 
a limit 
T”‘(1) = P#\P + T”(1) (n < w) 
of the GFP-sequence T”(1) (n < 0). 
Remark 4. The same theorem (with the same proof) holds for T”(1) for any limit 
ordinal A > o. 
Proof. We extend the ordering (8) to m d n 6 o on the set u,, g o T”(1) = P + To(l) 
and we prove that this poset is a CPO-completion of P: 
(4 LIn<o T”(1) is a CPO. In fact, let (xk) be a strictly increasing sequence in this 
poset. Since T”(1) is a discretly ordered subposet, at most one xk lies in it, thus we 
conclude that a strictly increasing sequence in P is a subset of some compatible 
collection of the GFP-seqence T”(l), n < CO, and if a E Tw( 1) denotes this compatible 
collection, then a is the join of the sequence (x,) in our poset. 
(ii) P is a subpoet of UnGw T”(1). 
(iii) Every order-preserving function f: P + Q, where Q is a CPO has a unique 
continuous extension f” : u, L w T”(1) + Q defined as follows: given an element 
a = (x,L of Tw(l), then x1 < x2 < x3... in P has a join a, consequently, f # (a) has 
to be defined as a join of f(x,), n < CO, in Q. This defines a map f” which is clearly 
continuous. 
(iv) It remains to prove that the limit maps wz,k: To(l) + T”(1) are restrictions of 
the COUtinUOUS extensions of pk : P + 1 + Tk(l), k < w; in other words, that the maps 
pf : u T”(1) -+ 1 + Tk(l) 
n<w 
defined by 
PI? (x) = 
Pk (4 if x E T”(l), n < w, 
W,,k(x) if X E TmU) 
are continuous. This, again, follows from the fact that essentially the only nontrivial 
o-joins in u,,, T”(1) are a = V,<,,, x, for a = (x,) in T”(1). 
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Fig. 1. 
Example 6. (i) Let us first consider the signature C = {a, a} with 0 unary and a 
nullary, i.e., with T,(X) = X + {u} = ({c} xX) u {a}. The poset P = u,,<, T,(l) = 
lJ,<, (Z-‘,” (1) x {n}), where 1 = (13, is as shown in Fig. 1. 
The ideal points of the CPO-completion of P are the finite trees 
@ the join of (a, n), n 3 1 
a x the join of (oa, n), n > 2 a 
the join of (~?a, n), n > 3 
etc., and the unique infinite tree which is the join of (a” I, n). 
(ii) More generally, for each signature C we can describe P = u, <o (TJ (1) x {n} ) as 
the poset of all pairs (t, n) with n < w and t a ZL -1abelled tree of depth at most n whose 
leaves of depth n are all labelled by I (see Example 2). The ordering is the following: 
(t, n) E (t’, n’) iff n < n’ and t is a cutting of t’. 
The CPO-completion of P adds to P all ideal points which can be described as 
precisely the finite and infinite trees not using the label 1. 
4. Fixed-point pairs 
Remark 5. Every set functor with a fixed point has a LFP (not necessarily obtained in 
o steps). This follow from a powerful criterion for the stopping of the LFP-construc- 
tion proved in [15]. However, the existence of a fixed point does not guarantee that 
a GFP exists. 
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Example 7. A set functor which has a fixed point but fails to have a GFP. Define 
T*: SET + SET on objects by 
T*X = (M; M L X and card M # K,} 
and on morphisms f:X + Y by 
T*fW) = 
f(M) if M is finite or f r M is one-to-one, 
0 else, 
where f 1 M is the domain-restriction of 1: 
Every countable infinite set is a fixed point of T*. 
To prove that T* does not have a gretest fixed point, we compare T*-coalgebras 
with R-coalgebras, where R is the functor of Example 3. Suppose that T * has a GFP, 
and let 
DA T*(D) and DO-% R(D,) 
be greatest fixed points of T* and R, respectively. Since 6 is an isomorphism, D must 
be countable infinite, thus, T*(D) = R(D). Let f: D,, + D be the unique R-homomor- 
phism. Next, if we consider ho as a map ~5~ : DO -+ T *(DO), we obtain the unique 
T *-homomorphism g : D + DO. It follows that gf is an endomorphism of the terminal 
R-algebra thus, gf = id. This implies that card DO d card D, in contradiction to 
DO being uncountable (as proved above). 
Recall that a cardinal c( is called regular if CL is infinite and c1 is not a sum of less than 
c1 cardinals smaller than or. 
Definition. By a fixed-point pair of a functor T: SET -+ SEB is meant a regular 
cardinal c1 such that T(X) z X for each set X of cardinality c1 or CC+ (where tx+ is the 
successor cardinal of a). 
Theorem 5. Assuming the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, each set jiunctor with 
a fixed-point pair has a greatest jixed point. 
Proof. Let a be a fixed-point pair of T: SET -+ .%U. We can assume that if X # 0 
then T(X) # 8 because otherwise T is the constant functor with value 8, see [14]. We 
are going to prove that w,*+ l,a : Ta+ ’ (1) -+ T”(1) is a monomorphism. We then show 
below that wcj are monomorphisms for all ordinals i 2 j 2 a, from which it follows 
(by wellpoweredness of %EU) tht the GFP-construction stops after some ordinal. The 
proof that all w&‘s are monomorphisms is an easy transfinite induction: whenever 
wtj is a monomorphism, then SO is wF+ l,j+ 1 = Twzj (because, by our initial assump- 
tion, T’(1) # 0, thus wzj is, in fact, split monomorphism); hence, w,?; I,j = 
wj*tl,jw~++l,j+l is also a monomorphism. The limit steps of the transfinite inductin 
are also easy. Let i be a limit ordinal. Then W~j for a d j < i are limit maps of a limit 
of a chain of monomoprhisms wT,j (a < j <j’ < i) and therefore WTj are all 
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monomorphisms. Finally, wT+ i a monomorphism 1 wT+ , . i = 
* 
wi+l,ol+l = Tw& is a monormorphism. 
To prove that w,*+~,~ is a monomorphism, we first observe that 
card T’(1) < a for each i < a. 
This is an easy transfinite induction in i: for i = 0 we have card T”( 1) = 1 < r; given 
cart T’(1) < a, we have 
card T’+‘(l) d card T(a) = a, 
and if i < a is a limit ordinal, then the cardinality of T’(1) = limj,i T’(1) is at most 
o! = CI. Consequently, 
card T”(1) < 2” = cc+ and card T’+i(l) < c(’ 
(because card Ta+ 1 (1) < card T(a’) = a+). As proved in [8], from card T(r) = r and 
card T(cr+) = a+ it follows that for each set X of cardinality at and each element 
x E T(X) there exists a subset M c X of cardinality smaller than r with x contained in 
Tu [T(M)] for the inclusion map u : M + X. Let x # y be elements of T”+ ’ (1) and let 
M c T”(1) be a set of cardinality less than a with x, y E Tu [TM]. Since T’(1) is 
a limit of the a-chain T’(l), i < a, and card M < a, there obviously exists an ordinal 
i < a such that the limit map wzi : T”(1) --+ T’(1) is one-to-one when restricted to M. 
Thus w,*,iU is a split monomorphism. Consequently, 
wa.i+l * (W,*+l,a Tu) = TWO i TU 
is a monomorphism, which proves that w,*+~,,Tu is a monomorphism. Since 
x, y E Tu[T(M)], we see that w:+~,,(x) # w,*+ l,.(y), and the proof is concluded. 0 
Remark 6. (1) Without the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis the following variant 
of Theorem 5 is true: if there exists an infinite regular cardinal a such that 
adcardXd2” implies card(TX) = card(X) 
then T has a GFP. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5. 
(2) If a set-functor T has a nonempty finite fixed point, then it has a largest fixed 
point TO(l). In fact, from card(T(n)) = n, where II > 0 is a finite, we conclude 
Tk(l) < n for all k < co, thus the GFP-construction becomes constant after a finite 
number of steps. 
(3) Under Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, every set functor with a fixed point 
of regular cardinality a which, moreover, preserves u-directed colimits, has a GFP, 
see [7]. 
Example 8. We present a set-functor F with a GFP which does not have a fixed-point 
pair nor a finite fixed point. For each set X let 
TX = {U; U G X, U is uncountable, or card U 6 l}; 
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for each mapping f: X --) Y 
15 
v-w = 0 
i 
f r U is one-to-one, 
else. 
Fixed points of Tare precisely the countably infinite sets. The set T”(1) has, obviously, 
n + 1 elements (for each n < o) and all of them expect 8 have a singleton preimage 
under w,*+r,“. Consequently, the colimit To(l) is countable and, analogously to the 
proof of Theorem 5, the map w:, l,o is one-to-one, from which it follows that the 
GFP-construction stops. 
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